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ABSTRACT: This paper explores the strengths and limi-
tations of valence-to-core X-ray emission spectroscopy (V2C
XES) as a probe of coordination environments. A library was
assembled from spectra obtained for 12 diverse Cr complexes
and used to calibrate density functional theory (DFT)
calculations of V2C XES band energies. A functional
dependence study was undertaken to benchmark predictive
accuracy. All 7 functionals tested reproduce experimental V2C
XES energies with an accuracy of 0.5 eV. Experimentally
calibrated, DFT calculated V2C XES spectra of 90 Cr
compounds were used to produce a quantitative spectrochem-
ical series showing the V2C XES band energy ranges for ligands comprising 18 distinct classes. Substantial overlaps are detected
in these ranges, which complicates the use of V2C XES to identify ligands in the coordination spheres of unknown Cr
compounds. The ligand-dependent origins of V2C intensity are explored for a homologous series of [CrIII(NH3)5X]

2+ (X = F, Cl,
Br, and I) to rationalize the variable intensity contributions of these ligand classes.

■ INTRODUCTION

The identification of reactive intermediates is among the most
direct routes to a mechanistic understanding of chemical
transformations and catalysis. Particularly, NMR spectroscopy
and X-ray crystallography have served as workhorse techniques
in such pursuits. However, in cases of reaction mixtures
containing paramagnetic transition-metal species, NMR is
complicated and, in many cases, intractable. X-ray crystallog-
raphy relies on ideal conditions for the formation of diffraction-
quality crystals. Moreover, crystallographically characterized
compounds isolated from reaction mixtures may not be
relevant to the mechanisms under investigation.
Considering these weaknesses, inorganic and organometallic

chemistry have seen the use of alternative methods for
experimentally identifying constituent species in reaction
mixtures. Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) fingerprints
the types of paramagnetic species in reaction mixtures and
quantifies their relative abundances. X-ray absorption spectros-
copy (XAS) is an element-specific technique that probes
oxidation states and valence electronic structure. In the present
context, XAS can be used to monitor changes in oxidation state
through the course of a chemical reaction.1 Furthermore,
analysis of extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS)
data affords metrical parameters (e.g., M−L bond distances) for
transition-metal species without the need for single crystals.

Despite these and other established techniques, the
mechanisms of many organometallic reactions remain con-
troversial. Among the most challenging cases is the mechanism
of Cr-catalyzed, selective oligomerization of ethylene to 1-
hexene.2 The identities of the catalytically relevant Cr species
and the active catalyst(s) formed following activation by
methylaluminoxane (MAO) have eluded identification, despite
a broad spectrum of analytical approaches, including EPR,3

XAS,3b,c and ultraviolet−visible (UV-vis) spectroscopy.3a

Activation of discrete molecular precatalysts by MAO destroys
chemical coherence, leading to heterogeneous mixtures of
variably coordinated Cr centers spanning several oxidation
states. Many of these oxidation states have preferentially
paramagnetic electronic configurations, precluding the use of
NMR spectroscopy for precise species identification. EPR has
been used to invoke the presence of certain oxidation states of
Cr, but spin-counting studies have failed to account for the total
Cr population.3c,4 This is in large part due to the presence of
integer-spin Cr species that cannot be characterized by
conventional continuous wave X-band EPR spectroscopy.5

Moreover, the Cr signals observed by EPR cannot be
unambiguously assigned to specific Cr compounds. XAS data
have also been reported; however, in these cases, conventional
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transmission or total fluorescence yield detection modes were
employed. In such configurations, the XAS data collected
report on the bulk Cr population, so only an average oxidation
state of Cr in these reaction mixtures has been extracted.3b,c

Furthermore, the heterogeneity of these reaction systems
complicates the analysis of EXAFS data, because multiple Cr
centers will give rise to intractably convoluted scattering signals.
Thus, Cr-catalyzed ethylene trimerization reactions showcase
the shortcomings of the aforementioned methods that diminish
their utility in characterizing intermediates.
Valence-to-core (V2C) X-ray emission spectroscopy (XES)

offers an alternative approach to the structural characterization
of organometallic species that overcomes many of the
limitations associated with the previously discussed methods.1a

Similar to XAS, sample constraints are virtually nonexistent:
meaningful data can be collected for neat solid samples as well
as dilute (ca. 1 mM metal) solutions. Data can be collected at
cryogenic or ambient temperatures. Moreover, V2C XES can be
collected for any transition-metal species, regardless of
oxidation state or electronic configuration/spin state.
V2C XES information content complements XAS by

delivering electronic structural information pertinent to
bound ligands. V2C XES characterizes photons emitted
following the energetic demotion of electrons occupying ligand
(L)-centered frontier molecular orbitals to repopulate tran-
sition-metal (M) core holes generated by X-ray photoionization
(Figure 1).1a,6 V2C XES is commonly measured following M 1s

photoionization. Here, the V2C features cluster into Kβ″ bands
resulting from L-valence s → M 1s transitions and Kβ2,5 bands
corresponding to L-valence p → M 1s transitions. Because L-
valence s-based molecular orbitals (MOs) minimally participate
in M−L bonding, the relative energies of Kβ″ bands closely
reflect predictable trends in L-valence s ionization energies.7

Consequently, Kβ″ transitions can be used to not only
distinguish ligands by donor atoms,8 but also by the charges
of these atoms. For example, Kβ″ peaks for Mn−N3−, Mn−
NH2−, and Mn−NH2

− are separated by ca. 1 eV per
protonation state.9 This capability to distinguish bound ligands
surpasses that of EXAFS, which has a Z ≥ 1 error in
determination of proximal scatterers.
Confidence in V2C XES spectral assignments has been

strengthened by the development of a straightforward density
functional theory (DFT) protocol in which transition energies
are calculated as the one-electron orbital energy separations
between the core-hole and the ligand frontier MOs.7 These

calculated energy separations must be adjusted for each
transition metal by experimental calibration, because of the
poor modeling of core potentials by DFT.10 Calculated
transition intensities are dictated principally by the electronic
dipole matrix element between donor and acceptor orbitals.
Combined V2C XES and DFT studies involving Ti,11 Mn,12

and Fe7,13 complexes have demonstrated remarkable agreement
of calculated and experimental peak energies and their relative
intensities following calibration. Consequently, V2C XES has
been used to confidently characterize critical species involved in
a variety of systems, including nitrogenase,8b photosystem II,14

Fe-ZSM-5,15 and hydrogenase.16 It should be noted that, in
these cases, V2C XES data were used to complement
characterization from additional structural and spectroscopic
techniques.
In principle, the combination of V2C XES with DFT

calculations offers a means to identify ligands coordinated to
otherwise uncharacterized metal complexes. Moreover, collec-
tion of V2C XES intensity as a function of excitation energy
permits the measurement of chemically targeted XAS, meaning
that features corresponding to specific ligands should allow
extraction of highly specific electronic and geometric structural
information for individual components of reaction mixtures.17

However, through an experimentally calibrated DFT study of
Cr V2C XES, we now show that caution must be used in such
approaches. While the V2C XES spectra of characterized
compounds are reproduced by DFT with reasonably high
fidelity to experiment, statistical analysis of the V2C peak
energies of distinct classes of ligands show that these features
are rarely unambiguously diagnostic.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
General Considerations. Tetrahydrofuran (THF), benzene,

dichloromethane, acetonitrile, n-pentane, and diethyl ether were
dried via the method of Grubbs, using a custom-built solvent
purification system. Where required, compounds were maintained
under inert N2 atmospheres using Mbraun gloveboxes or standard
Schlenk techniques. K2Cr2O7, Cr(CO)6, Cr(η

6-C6H6)2, and Cr(η6-
C6H6)(CO)3 were purchased from Sigma−Aldrich and used without
further purification. Cp2Cr (Cp = cyclopentadienyl) was purchased
from Strem and used without further purification. The following
model compounds were prepared following literature procedures:
Np4Cr (Np = neopentyl),18 Cr(OtBu)4,

19 (tpfc)CrO (tpfc =
tris(pentafluorophenyl)corrole),20 Cr(14-TMC)(O2)(Cl) (14-TMC
= 1,4,8,11-tetramethyl-1,4,8,11-tetraazacyclotetradecane),21 [Cr-
(bpy3)](PF6)3 (bpy = 2,2′-bipyridine),22 [Cr(NH3)6](NO3)3,

23 and
(NH4)2[CrNCl4].

24

Sample Preparation. Neat solid samples of Cr compounds were
ground in an agate mortar and pressed into 1-mm aluminum spacers
with a 3 mm × 5 mm rectangular hole. These spacers were sealed with
37-μm Kapton tape.

X-ray Emission Spectroscopy. All experimental data were
obtained at the Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Radiation Source
(CHESS) at the C-line end station under ring conditions of 5.3 GeV
and 200 mA. A double-bounce multilayer monochromator was used
upstream for energy selection, providing a ca. 90-eV band pass at 8000
eV. The C-line provides an incident flux of ca. 5 × 1012 photons/s at
ca. 8000 eV in a 1 mm vertical × 2 mm horizontal beam spot. A Rh-
coated mirror was implemented upstream at a high angle for harmonic
rejection. Cr Kβ X-ray emission spectra were measured using an 85-cm
analyzer crystal spectrometer (using the 333 reflection of five Si 111
analyzer crystals) in combination with a Si drift diode detector aligned
in a Rowland geometry, as described previously.13 The data were
normalized with respect to the incident flux in an N2-filled ionization
chamber just upstream of the samples. The space between the sample,
the spherical analyzers and the detector was filled with He in order to

Figure 1. Example valence-to-core (V2C) spectrum with accompany-
ing energy diagram.
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minimize attenuation of the fluorescence. Data were collected at ca. 20
K in a Displex cryostat to minimize photoreduction and to maintain
the samples in an inert atmosphere. Two scan types were employed:
“full” scans comprising 360 points with 1 s count times spanned both
the Kβ1,3 (Cr 3p → Cr 1s) line (5941.1−5962.7 eV) and the V2C
region. In total, the “full” scans covered the region of 5941.1−5998.7.
“Short” scans, comprised of 180 points with count times of 4 s
spanned only the V2C region (5962.7−5998.7 eV). Three “short”
scans were averaged for every “full” scan, with a total of 12−16 “short”
scans collected per sample. Spectra were collected from multiple spots
on each sample to assess sample integrity. All consecutive spectra were
superimposable, indicating the lack of photodamage.
The experimental spectra were obtained by first separately averaging

full scans and short scans in PyMCA and then merging the resultant
average scans together to obtain the full spectra. Energy calibration
was performed with a sample of K2Cr2O7 with experimental values for
peak maxima taken from the literature.25 For each of the averaged
spectra, the Kβ1,3 maximum was set to unit intensity, and the V2C
region was least-squares fit using Igor Pro 6.0. The background tail
from the Kβ1,3 main line and the V2C features were modeled using
pseudo-Voigt lineshapes. Smoothed (25-point, fourth-order Savitzky−
Golay)26 second derivatives were used to guide determination of the
number of peaks to be fit.
DFT Calculations. All electronic structure and spectroscopic

calculations were performed using version 2.90 and 3.00 of the ORCA
computational chemistry package. Cr V2C XES spectra were
calculated from geometry-optimized structures. Geometry optimiza-
tions and relaxed surface scans were performed using the BP86
functional,27 the zeroth-order regular approximation for relativistic

effects (ZORA28), as implemented by van Wüllen,29 and the scalar-
relativistically recontracted def2-TZVP(-f) basis set.30 Solvation was
modeled using the conductor-like screening model (COSMO31) using
a dielectric of 9.08 (CH2Cl2).

XES spectra were calculated using a one-electron theoretical
protocol, as described previously.7 XES calculations were performed
using BP86,27 B3LYP,32 PBE,33 PBE0,34 M06L,32 M06,35 and TPSSh36

functionals. The CP(PPP) basis set was used for Cr (with a special
integration accuracy of 7) and the TZVP basis set was used for all
other atoms. Solvation was modeled using COSMO in an infinite
dielectric. The calculations used a dense integration grid (ORCA
Grid4).

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Experimental Cr V2C XES: Fitting and Qualitative
Trends. V2C XES data were obtained for 12 Cr complexes
(Chart 1). This series is comprised of Cr in oxidation states of 0
(Cr), +2 (CrII), +3 (CrIII), +4 (CrIV), and +5 (CrV). Molecules
were chosen to span the diversity of commonly encountered
ligands, with donor atoms including C, N, O, P, Cl, and S. Data
were normalized by setting the Kβ1,3 “main line” feature to unit
intensity. While data are more appropriately normalized by
integrating the total intensity of the Kβ main line and V2C
regions and setting this total area to unity, the large Bragg angle
necessary for collection of data in the Cr Kβ/V2C energy range
physically prohibited scans to energies sufficiently low for
recording full Kβ main lines. Regardless, the intrinsically low

Chart 1. Structures of Cr Compounds and Complex Ions Used for V2C XES Calibrationa

aFor (tpfc)CrO, Ar = pentafluorophenyl; for (PNPOMe)CrCl3, Ar = 2-methoxyphenyl.
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signal-to-noise ratios encountered for V2C data confer large
uncertainty values when fitting these peak areas. Thus, we have
elected to principally focus our study on the V2C energy
domain.
V2C peak maxima were determined from pseudo-Voigt least-

squares fits to the data, with background modeled by fitting a
pseudo-Voigt feature to the Kβ1,3 tail. All fitted peaks were
observed in smoothed second derivatives of the data. A
representative fit and smoothed second derivative are given in
Figure 2, and the remaining experimental spectral data are

included in the Supporting Information. Peak maxima along
with fitting errors are compiled in Table 1. These fitting errors
range from values that are below the spectrometer-defined
experimental energy resolution of 0.37 eV to values as high as
1.5−3 eV. These high errors were encountered when fitting
weak Kβ″ features close to Kβ1,3 tails and when fitting Kβ2,5
shoulders. The average error found in fitting the entire set of
peak positions was 0.65 ± 0.13 eV. Exclusion of features with
fitting errors larger than 1.5 eV reduces this error to 0.39 ± 0.06
eV.
Kβ″ features were observed for all analyzed compounds.

Cr(CO)6 is expected to have two Kβ″ features, because the CO
C 2s orbitals form σ and σ* combinations with O 2s. Only the
σ*C 2s−O 2s is observed; the inability to observe the second Kβ″

feature can be attributed to poor overlap of the CO σC 2s−O 2s
with Cr 3p, as has been discussed elsewhere for Fe carbonyls.37

It is tempting at this point to formulate a spectrochemical series
that uses the relative positions of Kβ″ features to identify
bound ligands. Based on these experimental data, such a series
would follow expected trends in donor atom ionization energies
(IEs), with perturbations to these energies arising due to
variations in substitution patterns and charge/protonation
states. Others have suggested that donor substitution patterns
and other second-sphere effects result in only minor shifts to
V2C band energies, although a systematic analysis for multiple
molecules within diverse series of ligands has not been reported
for any metal.35 Our analysis neglects Kβ2,5 features, which
occupy a much narrower energy range and are more strongly
affected by metal−ligand covalency.7,8b,12b,15 Both of these
features render resolution of individual, ligand-specific tran-
sitions within the Kβ2,5 regions largely intractable.
To explore the robustness of a Kβ″ spectrochemical series

and to evaluate its utility in identifying unknown ligands, we
have used DFT to extend our spectral library to include an
additional 90 previously reported Cr compounds of known

Figure 2. (a) Least-squares fit of pseudo-Voigt lineshapes to the V2C
XES spectrum of Cp2Cr. Experimental data are red, fitted data are
dashed black. Individual pseudo-Voigt peaks are gray, and the modeled
Kβ main line background is blue. (b) Savitsky−Golay smoothed
second derivative V2C XES spectrum of Cp2Cr, showing five peaks.

Table 1. V2C XES Peak Energies and Kβ″ Assignments

compound Kβ″ (eV)a assignment Kβ2,5 (eV)
a

Cp2Cr 5971.0 (1.4) C 2s → Cr 1s 5980.0 (1.6)
5975.4 (0.4) C 2s → Cr 1s 5985.1 (0.1)

5988.5 (0.1)

Cr(η6-C6H6)2 5970.9 (0.3) C 2s → Cr 1s 5980.8 (0.7)
5973.6 (0.2) C 2s → Cr 1s 5985.3 (0.6)

5986.5 (0.1)

(NH4)2[CrNCl4] 5978.5 (0.1) N 2s → Cr 1s 5988.6 (0.1)

[Cr(bpy)3](PF6)3 5970.6 (0.9) N 2s → Cr 1s 5982.9 (3.2)
5975.1 (0.8) N 2s → Cr 1s 5986.6 (0.1)

5989.1 (0.1)

[Cr(NH3)6](NO3)3 5972.7 (0.3) N 2s → Cr 1s 5984.4 (0.4)
5988.2 (0.0)

Cr(CO)6 5980.3 (0.2) σ*C 2s−O 2s →
Cr 1s

5984.3 (0.0)

Cr(OtBu)4 5972.9 (1.2) O 2s → Cr 1s 5986.4 (0.3)

Np4Cr 5976.8 (0.3) C 2s → Cr 1s 5984.3 (0.4)
5988.7 (0.1)

(tpfc)CrO 5972.9 (0.2) O 2s → Cr 1s 5984.6 (3.1)
5988.4 (0.2)

Cr(η6-C6H6)(CO)3 5972.8 (0.6) C 2s → Cr 1s 5979.9 (0.1)
5984.4 (0.0)
5987.1 (0.1)

(PNPOMe)CrCl3 5977.2 (1.2) P/Cl 3s → Cr
1s

5987.6 (0.1)

Cr(14-TMC)(O2)(Cl) 5971.1 (1.3) O 2s → Cr 1s 5984.3 (1.6)
5988.3 (0.2)

aStandard errors from least-squares fitting of peak positions are given
in parentheses.
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electronic and geometric structure. This expanded library
features compounds whose inner coordination spheres include
a variety of commonly encountered ligands in organometallic
and coordination chemistry. To confirm the veracity of using
such calculated data to construct this series, we will first
critically evaluate the accuracy of DFT-calculated Cr V2C XES.
Calculated Cr V2C XES: Reproducing Experimental

Data. Prior work has shown that DFT predicts V2C band
energies with high fidelity to experiment following calibra-
tion.7−9,11−13,16,37 The case is no different for Cr; there is a
strong (R2 = 0.99) correlation between the energies of
experimentally well-resolved V2C bands (fitting error of <1.5
eV) from the 12 compound experimental library and V2C band
energies calculated for these compounds using the BP86
density functional and the scalar relativistically recontracted
def2-TZVP basis set (Figure 3). All of the calculated spectra

were generated using coordinates with geometries optimized by
BP86. To date, V2C calibration studies have involved simple
scalar adjustments to align calculated band energies with the
experiment.7,12a This protocol accounts for the large systematic
errors encountered when using DFT to calculate core orbital
potentials.10 The scalar correction found for V2C calculations
employing BP86/def2-TZVP-ZORA is 66.0 ± 0.8 eV. (Scalar
and linear correlation coefficents for calculated V2C XES
spectra are presented in Table 2.)

The true accuracy of the V2C energy predictions is better
judged using the average value of the magnitude of the
difference between calculated and experimental values, |ΔE|.
For the scalar-corrected data, |ΔE| is 0.68 ± 0.06 eV. However,
it should be noted that for the BP86 calculations, the slope
fitted for the correlation is not unity, but rather has a value of
1.08 ± 0.02. A linear correction appears necessary to account
for smaller systematic errors introduced in calculating the
energies of occupied frontier orbitals. Using this linear
correction, |ΔE| decreases to 0.54 ± 0.07 eV. Comparison of
a linearly corrected BP86 calculated V2C XES spectrum with a
scalar corrected spectrum experiment is shown referenced to
experimental data in Figure 4.

V2C XES spectra for the experimental library of compounds
were recalculated using six additional functionals spanning
generalized gradient approximation (GGA), hybrid, and hybrid-
meta GGA types. All calculations used the same BP86-
optimized coordinates for each molecule. The def2-TZVP-
ZORA basis set was used for all ligand atoms in these
calculations. When using BP86 and PBE, a linear correlation
leads to a significant improvement in |ΔE|. For all other tested
functionals, application of a linear correction does not
significantly alter |ΔE|.
This scenario is a manifestation of Koopmans’ theorem,38

and its discussion has precedence with Stowasser and
Hoffmann,39 who noted that both occupied and virtual orbital
energies calculated with GGA functionals such as BP86 could
be aligned with IEs using a linear scaling factor. On the other
hand, Hartree−Fock (HF) mixing in hybrid functionals such as
B3LYP ameliorates the need for such a correction, because HF
orbital energies more closely reflect IEs. This observation was
further elaborated by Zhan and co-workers,40 who extended the
use of this linear relationship to other physical properties. As
discussed previously,13 V2C XES band energies are a close
facsimile to ionization energies, although relative energy
separations are slightly perturbed by core hole relaxation effects.
These results show that DFT calculations yield Cr V2C XES

energies within 0.5 eV of the experimental value, regardless of
functional choice. Aligning V2C energies calculated with pure
local and gradient corrected functionals to experimental values
required a linear correction to achieve the best agreement, but
this agreement matches that exhibited by hybrid and
metahybrid functionals.

Figure 3. Correlation of experimental Cr V2C XES band energies with
energies calculated using BP86/def2-TZVP-ZORA.

Table 2. Scalar and Linear Correlation Coefficients for
Calculated V2C XES Spectra

functional

scalar
correction

(eV)
average scalar
|ΔE|a (eV)

linear
correlation

slope
average linear
|ΔE|b (eV)

BP86 66.0 ± 0.8 0.68 ± 0.06 1.08 ± 0.02 0.53 ± 0.07
B3LYP 35.0 ± 0.6 0.46 ± 0.05 1.00 ± 0.01 0.47 ± 0.05
PBE 68.3 ± 0.8 0.71 ± 0.07 1.09 ± 0.02 0.57 ± 0.07
PBE0 27.7 ± 0.6 0.49 ± 0.05 0.98 ± 0.02 0.47 ± 0.05
M06L 48.1 ± 0.6 0.50 ± 0.05 1.00 ± 0.01 0.54 ± 0.05
M06 28.4 ± 0.6 0.51 ± 0.05 1.01 ± 0.02 0.54 ± 0.05
TPSSh 40.3 ± 0.6 0.54 ± 0.05 1.02 ± 0.02 0.52 ± 0.05

aAbsolute value of the magnitude of the difference between
experimental V2C XES energies and those calculated by DFT
following a scalar energy shift. bAbsolute value of the magnitude of
the difference between experimental V2C XES energies and those
calculated by DFT following a linear energy correction.

Figure 4. Experimental (red) and BP86/def2-TZVP-ZORA calculated
(linear-corrected, black; scalar-shifted, gray) V2C XES spectra for
Cp2Cr.
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Calculated Cr V2C XES Energies: Toward Identifying
Unknown Ligands. Having established that DFT calculations
predict Cr V2C XES energies with an acceptably small error of
0.5 eV, we generated spectra for the 90 previously reported and
structurally characterized compounds. Spectra were calculated
using the BP86 functional to best balance accuracy with
computational expense and were adjusted in the energy domain
using the experimentally derived linear correction. All
calculations used atomic coordinates that were geometry
optimized from crystallographically determined solid-state
structures. From these spectra were determined the energies
of Kβ″ features corresponding to commonly encountered
ligands. These energies were averaged and assembled into a
more comprehensive and quantitative spectrochemical series
(see Figure 5). No distinction by Cr oxidation state was made
among the evaluated compounds, in accord with previously
established reports, indicating that metal oxidation states
principally influence V2C intensities while having negligible
effects on V2C energies.7,9,12a,15

We considered 18 classes of ligand and calculated V2C XES
spectra for multiple (n ≥ 5) compounds with ligands
representing members of these classes. We noted that several
common classes of ligand including carbenes and ethers
contributed insignificantly to Kβ″ intensities, and thus are
unlikely to be observed experimentally with current instru-
mentation. The vanishingly small contributions to Kβ″ intensity
from such ligands are considered below.
Expected trends are observed when considering solely the

averaged energies predicted for Cr Kβ″ bands. For example,
Kβ″ band energies increase on proceeding from O to C in the
monoanionic series comprising alkoxide, amide, and alkyl
ligands, in accord with decreasing ionization energies of these
ligands, relative to one another. However, what must be noted
are the considerable deviations in ligand electronic structure
giving rise to large uncertainty ranges for Kβ″ energies. These
deviations may be attributed in part to differential substitution
within classes of ligands (e.g., for olefins: H2CCH2 vs H2C

C(Me)H). Perturbations will also arise due to the other ligands
in the inner coordination sphere, which will effect molecular
charge redistributions that will influence donor atom ionization
energies. Variations in Cr−L distances can be expected in both
situations. The resulting perturbations to Cr−L overlap
manifest in the observed distributions of Kβ″ energies. The
consequent overlaps in Kβ″ energy ranges displayed by several
ligand classes affirm that chemical intuition and complementary
techniques must be used to narrow the parameter space when
considering V2C XES as a probe of inner-sphere coordination.

Cr V2C XES Intensities. Quantitative comparison of
experimental to calculated V2C intensities is not justified in
the present case because the absence of Kβ′ data (due to the
inaccessibility of these Bragg angles by our spectrometer)
precludes rigorous normalization across the entire Kβ XES
window. From a qualitative perspective, relative band intensities
tend to be reproduced well for our set of calculated Cr V2C
spectra (see Figure 4, as well as Figures S1−S11 in the
Supporting Information). DFT appears to overestimate the
contributions of Kβ″, relative to Kβ2,5 transitions in the V2C
region. However, Delgado-Jaime and co-workers have evaluated
this discrepancy in Fe carbonyl compounds.37 In considering
that Fe np orbital admixture confers electric dipole allowedness
to V2C transitions, the authors noted that the contracted L ns-
based MOs participating in Kβ″ transitions show greater Fe 4p
admixture, while the L np-based MOs participating in the Kβ2,5
transitions have greater Fe 3p contributions. Excited states
arising from the demotion of electrons in orbitals with Fe 3p
character will exhibit different relaxation rates from excited
states whose electron holes are of Fe 4p character. The DFT
method used to calculate V2C XES is a one-electron, single-
determinant approach that consequently does not include
effects such as electronic relaxation. As a result, the relative
intensities of Kβ″ bands to Kβ2,5 in V2C XES spectra will not
be properly reproduced by DFT.
Nevertheless, strong correlations between experimental and

DFT-calculated total V2C XES areas have been reported in

Figure 5. Plotted spectrochemical series displaying the average energies of experimentally calibrated, DFT-calculated Kβ″ for ligands grouped by
donor atom. Error bars represent doubled standard deviations. Gray points indicate experimental Kβ″ energies corresponding to the indicated
ligands, with error bars derived from fits to experimental spectra. Ligands indicated in bold are predicted to significantly contribute intensity to Kβ″
regions, while nonbolded ligands are expected to be difficult to resolve with current experimental limitations.
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calibration studies for several metals. Spurred by this
precedence of fidelity between experiment and theory, we
examined the relationship between the nature of Cr-bound
ligands and their Kβ″ intensities to understand the inability to
observe ligands such as carbenes and ethers. Recalling that Cr
Kβ″ features are effectively ligand-to-metal charge-transfer
features, the intensities of these features are expected to be
dependent on the magnitude of overlap between orbitals
involved in the transitions. Multiple authors have examined this
dependence by considering the relationship between V2C
intensities and M−L distances.7,41 In all cases, an inverse
exponential dependence is exhibited between M−L distance
and V2C intensity. These studies have typically considered such
dependences with a single ligand.
To further explore the dependence of V2C intensity on M−L

overlap, we produced in silico a series of d3, S = 3/2
[CrIII(NH3)5X]

2+ complexes (X = F, Cl, Br, and I). For each
complex, the geometry was relaxed with the Cr−X distance
held constant at 0.11 Å increments from 1.75 to 2.85 Å. V2C
XES spectra were calculated for each geometry, and the X ns→
Cr 1s Kβ″ intensities were plotted as a function of Cr−X
distance (Figure 6). The expected inverse exponential distance

dependences are observed. It is noteworthy that I− in all cases
contributes the largest intensity at all distances, while emissions
from F− are the weakest. At a given distance, the more
decontracted I 5s orbital is expected to have the most overlap
with Cr np. Consequently, the corresponding Kβ″ transition
will gain the most intensity through the electronic dipole
mechanism, compared to the other halides. This is borne out in
analysis of the orbital coefficientsat a given Cr−X distance,
the admixture of halide valence ns character with Cr np rises
from F− to I− (Figure 7). The rise in Cr np character and, by
extension, Cr−X overlap is most dramatic from F− to Cl−,
while smaller and relatively consistent increases are noted when
going from Cl− to I−. A larger gap is encountered in Cr np
character when going from Br− to I− than in Cl− to Br−, which
may be attributable to the relativistic decontraction of the I 5s
orbital, as mentioned previously.
Lee and co-workers noted that in Fe V2C XES, the Kβ″

features for third-row ligands (P, S, and Cl donors) are
predicted to have weaker intensities than their lighter
congeners.7 In analyzing the trends in Figures 6 and 7, it
becomes apparent that considering the magnitude of Cr np

character alone is not sufficient to fully explain the trends in
Kβ″ intensities. For example, at a distance of 2.52 Å, there is
9.5% Cr np character mixed with the I 5s orbital, while there is
only 2.0% Cr np character mixed with the F 2s orbital. The
corresponding Kβ″ intensities are 6.16 for I− and 0.43 for F−

(Figure 6). However, when the Cr−F distance is 1.97 Å, 3.7%
Cr np character is sufficient to produce 7.96 units of Kβ″
intensity. The discrepancy may arise due to the ability of more
decontracted ligand orbitals (such as I 5s) to interact to varying
extents with metal 4p rather than 3p orbitals, which will have
pronounced effects on the local (metal) contribution to the
Kβ″ transition dipole moment.12a

The behavior of Kβ″ features, with respect to Cr−L orbital
overlap, was explored further by considering the Cr−L distance
dependences of calculated Kβ″ intensities and calculated Kβ″
energies. In Figure 8, we show that, for [CrIII(NH3)5F]

2+, the

calculated intensity and energy of the F 2s → Cr 1s Kβ″ are
inversely correlated across the range of Cr−F distances
considered. This behavior follows quite simply from the
relationship between orbital overlap and MO interaction
energy: as the overlap between F 2s and Cr np increases, the
F 2s orbital will be stabilized. Consequently, the energy gap
between F 2s and Cr 1s will shrink with the attendant increase
in Kβ″ intensity.
Having explored the correlation between Cr np − L n′s

overlap and Kβ″ intensity, we may return to the consideration

Figure 6. Dependence of the intensity of X ns→ Cr 1s Kβ″ transitions
for the series [CrIII(NH3)5X]

2+ (X = F (black), Cl (red), Br (blue),
and I (gray)) on the Cr−X distance.

Figure 7. Dependence of the admixture between X valence ns and Cr
np for the series [CrIII(NH3)5X]

2+ (X = F (black), Cl (red), Br (blue),
and I (gray)) on the Cr−X distance.

Figure 8. Dependence of the calculated intensity (black) and energy
(red) of the F 2s → Cr 1s Kβ″ transition for [CrIII(NH3)5F]

2+, relative
to Cr−X distance.
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of ligands such as carbenes and ethers that are essentially
“invisible” in the Kβ″ regions of V2C XES. We expanded our
series of [CrIII(NH3)5L]

n+ to consider different classes of C, N,
and O donors. The Kβ″ energies, intensities, and geometry-
optimized Cr−L bond lengths in these compounds are
compiled in Table 3. Kβ″ intensities decrease, albeit with

some scatter, as Cr−L bond distances elongate (Figure 9a).
More interesting trends emerge when considering the relation-
ship between Kβ″ intensities and L 2s orbital coefficients. Kβ″
intensities correlate modestly (R2 = 0.87) with the donor atom
2s orbital coefficients of MOs calculated for unbound C-, N-,
O-, and F-donor ligands (Figure 9b). However, it must be
remembered that equilibrium Cr−L distances vary for these
different classes of ligand. When the Cr−L distances are held
constant at 1.9 Å, Kβ″ intensities for ligands grouped by donor
atom show strong (R2 = 0.90−0.99) linear correlations to L 2s
orbital coefficients (Figure 9c). Moreover, the slopes of these
linear correlations increase markedly as the donor atom goes
from F to C, consistent with L 2s orbital decontraction as the
atomic number decreases.
The ability to resolve Kβ″ features corresponding to Cr-

bound ligands relies heavily on Cr np − L n′s orbital overlap.
This manifests in the recognized dependence of V2C intensity
on the M−L distance.41 However, additional consideration
must be made for the natures of the interacting orbitals. M−L
orbital overlap will be dramatically influenced by delocalization
of the donor orbital by admixture with orbitals of non-
coordinating atoms within the ligand. Thus, ligands such as
THF exhibit small contributions to Kβ″ regions not only
because they interact at long distances, but also because the O
2s orbital is heavily mixed with neighboring C 2s orbitals to
form the C−O bonds of the heterocycle. Moreover, O-donor
ligands can be expected to have systematically lower Kβ″
contributions than C and N donors, because of O 2s orbital
contraction. Similar considerations may be made for compar-
ison of second-row donors to heavier ligands: large covalent
radii will attenuate orbital overlap. Moreover, as radial diffusion
of ns orbitals increases in progressively larger ligands, overlap
will diminish further. This discussion readily extends to V2C

XES of the remaining 3d metals. A similar consideration may be
made for overlap of metal np-orbitals with ligand orbitals,
where the rising Zeff of later metals results in attenuated M−L
overlap. This is borne out in the progression to weaker
experimental V2C intensities upon going from early metals to
late metals, which has been discussed by Beckwith and co-
workers.12a

Table 3. Calculated L Kβ″ Intensities and Orbital
Coefficients for Hypothetical [CrIII(NH3)5L]

n+ Complexes

L

equilibrium
Cr−L
distance
(Å)

L 2s
%a

calculated Kβ″
intensity at
equilibrium

Cr−L distance

calculated
Kβ″ intensity
at Cr−L
distance of

1.9 Å

Carbon CH3 2.08 46.8 5.4 10.2

η1-C6H5 2.06 4.4 1.7 1.3

CO 2.10 45.1 5.6 14

NHCb 2.13 12.5 0.8 3.3

Nitrogen pyridine 2.08 6.8 1.8 0.8

tBuN 1.85 33.9 6.3 5.2

N 1.81 100.0 27.4 19.2

Oxygen THF 2.03 49.2 3.6 7.6

tBuO 1.87 43.4 7.5 6.4

O 1.77 100.0 27.0 14.8

Fluorine F 1.85 100.0 15.8 11.8
aCalculated donor-atom 2s character from Löwdin population analysis
of unbound ligand L. bNHC = 1,3-dimethylimidazolium-2-yl.

Figure 9. (a) Plot of calculated Kβ″ intensities as a function of
calculated equilibrium Cr−L distances for theoretical compounds
listed in Table 3. (b) Plot of calculated Kβ″ intensity at calculated
equilibrium Cr−L distances as a function of donor atom 2s character
in the free L orbital corresponding to the MO involved in the XES
transition for theoretical compounds listed in Table 3 (R2 = 0.80). (c)
Plot of calculated Kβ″ intensity at a fixed Cr−L distance of 1.9 Å, as a
function of donor atom 2s character in the free L-orbital,
corresponding to the MO involved in the XES transition for
theoretical compounds listed in Table 3. Data points are grouped by
donor atom and linear correlations are constrained to a y-intercept of
0. F, black and O, red (R2 = 0.99); N, blue (R2 = 0.99); C, gray (R2 =
0.91).
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■ CONCLUSIONS

Kβ″ bands in V2C XES show significant ligand sensitivity, and
these band energies correlate strongly with the energies
calculated by DFT. Benchmarking multiple functionals shows
that DFT consistently predicts Cr V2C XES band energies
within 0.5 eV. Based on the experimental calibration, the ranges
exhibited by Kβ″ band energies overlap for the several classes of
ligands whose Kβ″ transitions are predicted to contribute
significant spectral intensity. These overlaps show that (i)
despite their substantial ligand sensitivity, Kβ″ energies alone
are not diagnostic of the class of coordinated ligand and (ii)
caution must be exercised when using V2C XES as a tool to
characterize the inner coordination spheres of unknown
transition-metal complexes.
The assembled spectral library suggests that some ligand

classes such as carbenes and ethers are unlikely to contribute
sufficient Kβ″ intensity to be resolved in V2C XES spectra.
Thus, consideration was given to the origins of Kβ″ intensity in
V2C spectra. This intensity principally reflects the magnitude of
M−L orbital overlap, which gives rise to a pronounced
dependence of Kβ″ on M−L distance. Our work shows that
this overlap is also significantly governed by the nature of the
interacting orbitals. A trend was observed in the relative
intensities of Kβ″ features from ligands with 2s donor orbitals.
As ligand Zeff rises, the 2s orbital becomes more contracted,
resulting in a progression to weaker Kβ″ intensities.
Delocalization of ligand donor MOs off of the donor atom
affords a further means by which Kβ″ intensities are attenuated.
Consequently, ligands with very localized donor orbitals such as
N3− can be expected to contribute substantial Kβ″ intensity,
while ligands such as N-heterocyclic carbenes will be
challenging to resolve.
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